WHAT CAN I DO?

Engage with state & local elections — these are the people who reform police depts & the criminal justice system

Find your representatives here

Follow organizations on social media that are working to end police violence to get direct guidance on how best to contribute

In LA: @BLMLA @YouthJusticeLA @JusticeLANow

Get involved

If you protest: be safe, be prepared, & know your rights

Open dialogues about being actively anti-racist

Usually Tuesdays at 9:30am

Attend LAPD Police Commission meetings

Spread & amplify the voices of Black scientists

Real change requires long-term, sustained investment, so join organizations & stay involved

Color of Change, Black Lives Matter, Youth Justice Coalition, Ground Game LA, Reform LA Jails, Aware LA, Showing Up for Racial Justice

And VOTE

Science Policy Group at UCLA

www.scipolucla.com
@scipolucla
facebook.com/scipolucla
uclascipolgroup@gmail.com
WHAT CAN I DO?

**Get informed**

- **Discover research & data-driven approaches to combatting police violence & restoring equity in policing**
  - Center for Policing Equity - like this paper on disparities in police violence
  - Campaign Zero uses research & data-driven approaches to equity in policing
  - The Advancement Project uses community, tech, & policy to tackle inequity

- **Read nonprofit journalism devoted to criminal justice & social issues**
  - The Marshall Project: non-profit journalism about criminal justice
  - Unicorn Riot: nonprofit media company devoted to social and environmental issues

- **Read about policing reform recommendations from the Leadership Conference on Civil & Human Rights**

- **Watch movies & TED talks**
  - Like Netflix’s 13th and Philip Atiba Goff’s TED talk

- **Learn about police accountability**

And VOTE
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